We have developed SSTMap, a software package for mapping structural and thermodynamic water properties in molecular dynamics trajectories. The package introduces automated analysis and mapping of local measures of frustration and enhancement of water structure. The thermodynamic calculations are based on Inhomogeneous Fluid Solvation Theory (IST), which is implemented using both site-based and grid-based approaches. The package also extends the applicability of solvation analysis calculations to multiple molecular dynamics (MD) simulation programs by using existing crossplatform tools for parsing MD parameter and trajectory files. SSTMap is implemented in Python and contains both command-line tools and a Python module to facilitate flexibility in setting up calculations and for automated generation of large data sets involving analysis of multiple solutes. Output is generated in formats compatible with popular Python data science packages. This tool will be used by the molecular modeling community for computational analysis of water in problems of biophysical interest such as ligand binding and protein function.
■ INTRODUCTION
The interactions between molecules, in biological settings, often occur in aqueous media where water plays a significant role. 1−6 Water molecules structure themselves on solute surfaces leading to differences in their enthalpy and entropy, relative to the bulk phase. Upon noncovalent association, water is displaced from the binding surfaces of the solutes into the bulk, and accompanying changes in enthalpy and entropy of water molecules make significant contributions to the overall free energy of binding. In addition, water restructures itself around the bound complex, and this reorganization has further thermodynamic consequences. 7−11 As a result, characterizing active-site water structure and estimating the solvent contribution to the free energy of binding has become a key consideration in modern drug design. 3, 12 Several computational tools have been developed in the past few years that focus on mapping out thermodynamic properties of water molecules in protein binding cavities (see ref 13 for a list and comparison of different tools). One class of tools that has gained favor in the molecular modeling community is based on Inhomogeneous Fluid Solvation Theory (IST), 14 ,15 which provides a statistical mechanical framework to calculate solvation thermodynamics by analyzing molecular distribution functions from explicit solvent simulations of solute molecules. 14−17 Various implementations of IST include WaterMap, 17 STOW, 18 GIST, 19, 20 WatClust, 21 and others. 22 Despite the utility of these tools in computer-aided drug design, 13, 23 there are still limitations in their widespread application. For example, some of the tools are available only commercially, and others are restricted to specific MD packages containing either grid-based or site-based implementation.
There has also been recent interest in how networks of water molecules in binding sites affect the binding of small molecules to protein targets. 24−27 The restructuring of water networks contributes to enthalpy−entropy compensation in ligand binding to carbonic anhydrase 25 and serine protease 27 and explains structure−activity relationships in a series of thermolysin ligands. 28 The strengthening of hydrogen-bonded water networks due to active-site mutations in carbonic anhydrase was shown to increase the enthalpic cost of binding. 26 In another study, ligands were designed based on a concept of stabilizing water networks around bound complexes, resulting in at least one example where the substituent with the most stabilized water network in the protein−ligand complex showed a significant increase in affinity. 29 We used measures of local water structure to investigate water molecules in active sites and proposed that displacing water with disrupted local water structure could lead to enhancements in binding affinity, even when the local water thermodynamics is favorable with respect to bulk. 30 Taken together, these results motivate further studies of the reorganization of water networks upon ligand binding and methods that facilitate analysis of water molecules in active sites.
Here we introduce SSTMap, an open-source computational tool that maps out measures of water structure and thermodynamics on solute surfaces, such as in protein binding pockets, using data from explicit solvent molecular dynamics trajectories. It broadens the application of solvation analysis calculations to a variety of popular MD trajectory and parameter file formats by interfacing with available crossplatform tools for trajectory and parameter file parsing, namely MDTraj 31 and ParmEd. 32 SSTMap calculations can be performed over a defined region on the surface that can be discretized into either a 3D grid of voxels (referred to as Gridbased Inhomogeneous Solvation Theory or GIST) or a number of discrete high density hydration sites (referred to as Hydration Site Analysis or HSA) similar to the WaterMap implementation of IFST (Figure 1 ). The full list of quantities calculated for each hydration site or voxel is reported in Table  1 . The Python application programming interface (API) of SSTMap provides access to its individual functions, such as identification of hydration site clusters, calculation of voxel occupancies, energy, entropy, and hydrogen bonding calculations. Supporting documentation and tutorials for running SSTMap are available at sstmap.org.
Below, we describe the design and implementation features of SSTMap, followed by demonstration of its usage by sample applications to the protein Caspase 3. The first example demonstrates running SSTMap calculations through commandline tools or Python scripts. The second example shows different features for visualization and analysis of local water structure in active sites. Finally, the third example demonstrates how data generated from SSTMap can be analyzed with Python's data analysis packages.
■ IMPLEMENTATION FEATURES
Installation. SSTMap is distributed through conda, the package manager provided with the freely available Anaconda Python distribution, and can be installed on Linux and Mac OS operating systems, using the following conda command:
The end user can also download the development version of SSTMap from the Github repository and install it as follows:
Coding Practices. SSTMap is implemented in Python 2.7, with linked C/C++ modules to speed up computationally intensive calculations. It interfaces with the cross-platform parameter and trajectory parsing tools, namely MDTraj 31 and ParmEd 32 so that the solvation structure and thermodynamic analyses can be applied to trajectories from a wide variety of MD packages including AMBER, 33 DESMOND, 34 Gromacs, 35 CHARMM, 36 OpenMM, 37 and NAMD. 38 SSTMap calculations utilize multidimensional NumPy arrays 39 for handling numeric data, such as coordinates and pairwise distances. The implementation of solvation analysis calculations follows an object-oriented model. The modular structure allows for easy maintenance and future enhancements. SSTMap is extensively documented through the use of Python docstrings, following the PEP257 conventions. Additionally, tutorials with step-by-step instructions on basic and advanced applications of the tool are available at sstmap.org. total solute-water entropy simulated a Caspase 3 structure (PDB ID: 3H5I) 40 in the Amber14 molecular simulation package. 33 The starting structure contains a cocrystallized ligand, which was removed. The simulation was performed in a box of 17,102 TIP3P water molecules with Amber14SB 41 parameters for the protein structure. The solvated system was minimized with an initial 1500 steps of steepest descent with protein atoms restrained harmonically using a force constant of 100 kcal/mol Å 2 , followed by another round of up to 2000 steps of conjugate gradient minimization, with the same restraints but applied only to protein heavy atoms. This was followed by heating the system to 300 K over 100 ps under the conditions of constant number of particles, volume, and temperature (NVT). An equilibration simulation was then run in constant NPT conditions for 1 ns, with gradual removal of heavy atom restraints to 2.5 kcal/mol Å 2 . The final production run was performed in constant NVT conditions at a temperature of 300 K for 10 ns with heavy atoms of protein restrained about their starting positions with a force constant of 2.5 kcal/mol Å 2 and with bonds involving hydrogen atoms constrained with the SHAKE algorithm. 42 Temperature was regulated using the Langevin thermostat 43 with a collision frequency of 1.0 ps
, and pressure was regulated using the Berendsen barostat 44 with isotropic scaling and a coupling constant of 1.0 ps. The snapshots of system coordinates were saved every 1 ps, resulting in a trajectory file with 10,000 frames.
■ CAPABILITIES
Setting up Solvation Analysis Calculations. SSTMap has two main command-line programs, named run_hsa and run_gist, that generate water structure and thermodynamic calculations in hydration sites and on a grid, respectively. A generic example of these commands is shown below (Box 3).
The -i and -t flags are used to specify the topology and trajectory files, respectively, corresponding to the MD package used for simulation. The ligand PDB file,specified after the -l flag, is used to define the binding site region for either clustering for HSA or creating 3D grids for GIST. The ligand can be either a cocrystallized molecule or a set of atoms in the binding site or even a set of dummy atoms to specify a region around which the water molecules from the entire simulation are used for analysis. There are optional flags for specifying the starting frame and a prefix to name the output files (Table 2) . Some MD packages have parameter files containing nonbonded interaction parameters. These can be specified after the -p flag. Commands specific to each MD supported packages are provided in a tutorial on sstmap.org.
Both programs output a summary text file containing data for individual sites or voxels. This file contains averages of the thermodynamic and structural quantities, listed in Table 1 . The run_hsa program also generates a PDB file containing the coordinates of all hydration sites identified during the calculation (Figure 2 , left) and two PDB files for each hydration site, one consisting of the full set of water molecules found in the site during the entire length of simulation and another containing the most probable positions and orientations of water molecules found in the site.
The run_gist program calculates each quantity for each voxel inside a grid. The results are stored as Data Explorer (DX) format files for each quantity calculated over the grid; these can be visualized in standard molecular visualization packages such as PyMol 45 and VMD. 46 The DX files can also be postprocessed using previously developed GIST tools. 47 As an example, Figure 2 (right) shows the DX map for water density in the active site of Caspase 3, contoured at three times bulk density. The solvation analysis calculations in SSTMap can also be applied to protein−ligand complexes. As noted in our prior implementation, 19 ,47 a potentially useful application of GIST is to perform an end-states analysis between initial and final states, such as a complex with unsubstituted and substituted ligands. The thermodynamic impact of water reorganization upon ligand modification can then be calculated by taking the differences in the quantities in the initial and final states.
SSTMap can also be accessed through the API using Python code. The key benefit of using the API compared to the command-line tools is the flexibility in programmatically accessing SSTMap's capabilities and incorporating them into larger workflows. The code in Box 4 demonstrates an example Python code that is used to initialize and run customized GIST calculations, using the Caspase 3 example. In example 1, only energetic quantities are calculated for the grid (Box 4, line 8).
In general, any combination of Boolean flags can be used for energy, entropy, and hydrogen bonding calculations. In Table 2 . example 2, a GIST grid is initialized with a user-defined grid center, as opposed to the default where it is automatically derived from the geometric center of the ligand molecule, Box 4, line 13.
Calculation and Visualization of Water Structure. SSTMap provides not only thermodynamic quantities based on the IST formalism but also measures of the frustration or enhancement of water networks on solute surfaces. For example, SSTMap breaks down the water−water energy for a voxel or a hydration site into contributions from the different solvation shells. The contribution from the first solvation shell divided by the number of first shell neighbors provides a measure of enhancement or frustration in the local interactions for a hydration site or a voxel (E nbr ww in Table 1 ). A closely related measure of water structure is the fraction of hydrogenbonded neighbors ( f ww HB ), the greater this fraction, the more structured the local network of water. A complete list of structural quantities can be found in the first half of Table 1 . These quantities are calculated by default for hydration sites or GIST grids, using either the run_hsa/run_gist programs or the corresponding functions from the API (Box 4).
Additional functions are also available through the sstmap module for plotting water−water pair energy distributions, characterizing local hydrogen bonding environments and calculating water−water energy contributions from successive solvation shells which enables investigation of long-range water structure.
In the following, we demonstrate the functionality for visualizing local water structure around a hydration site, using the distributions of water−water pair energies in the first solvation shell. The distribution is obtained by storing individual pair interactions of every instance of a water molecule in a hydration site with its corresponding first shell neighbors. These data are stored during HSA calculations. The histograms of the pair interactions can be plotted as probability distributions of water−water pair-energies in the first shell, using utility functions in the sstmap module, as demonstrated by the code listed in Box 5. For example, a hydration site water that typically interacts favorably with one nearestneighbor water, and unfavorably with another, will have a bimodal pair energy distribution. In this example, distributions for two neighboring hydration sites in Caspase 3 (top panel of Figure 3 ) are overlaid with the corresponding distribution from TIP3P water model. Unlike the bulk water distribution, these distributions have peaks indicating a significant population of both favorable and unfavorable water−water pair interaction energies. These distributions are for two neighboring water molecules which also form strong hydrogen bonds with the side chains of a histidine, a glutamine, and two arginine residues on the protein surface. The water molecules in these sites predominantly form unfavorable interactions with each other while forming favorable interactions with their other water neighbors. This leads to the bimodal distribution seen in Figure  3 . Our interpretation of this is that the water molecules are geometrically unable to simultaneously form hydrogen bonds with the protein surface and with each other and preferably form hydrogen bonds with the protein. This causes the interaction of the hydration site water molecules with each other to be positive on average which is reflected in the rightmost peaks of Figure 3 . We address the water in these sites in further detail in our prior publication. In a similar manner, examples of plots for the joint probability distribution of distances and angles between water molecules in the hydration site and their neighbors, within a distance cutoff (6.0 Å by default), are shown in Figure 3 , bottom panel. These plots can be generated using Python statements as shown in Box 5 and provide a visualization of the orientation of water molecules with respect to a hydration site. The orientation is described by the angle that corresponds to the minimum of four possible hydrogen bond angles between the site water and its neighboring water. 48 When seen in comparison with the bulk water distribution (Figure 3 , bottom left), site 0 (bottom middle) shows high angle peaks (>30°) with its water neighbors found at 4.0 to 5.5 Å subshell. Similarly, site 4 (bottom right) shows a high probability of finding poorly aligned water molecules in its first shell, consistent with its distribution in Figure 3 (top right). The added advantage in these plots is that water−water interactions in distant shells can be analyzed. The poor water−water interactions in the long-range for a given site can be further quantified by obtaining the measure E ww − (E nbr ww N nbr ). Taken together, the plotting functions and the quantities describing breakdown in water−water interactions on the surface provide a useful approach to characterize water molecules in protein cavities, as noted previously. 30 Analysis of Hydration Sites/GIST Grids. The sstmap module can be used with existing molecular simulation and data science packages for more advanced applications, such as automating solvation analysis and performing statistical analyses of hydration site data sets or GIST grids. The automation of solvation analysis for multiple trajectories or a large number of systems can be processed simply by looping over all the systems and using Python statements similar to the ones shown in Box 4 for each iteration. For simulation programs that offer a Python API (e.g., OpenMM 49 ), every step of the system preparation, simulation, and analysis can be automated, thereby facilitating reproducibility of results.
Python's popular data analysis and visualization packages (e.g., pandas, scipy.stats, scikit-learn, matplotlib, jupyter notebook, see ref 50) can be used to enhance the analysis of data sets of hydration sites or GIST grids obtained from SSTMap calculations. For example, determining characteristics of hydration sites that are involved in ligand binding can be valuable in understanding water displacement.
We demonstrate such usage of sstmap by an example code listed in Box 6. The goal in this analysis is to determine how interaction with charged groups on protein surfaces affects local water structure. Typically, high energy hydration sites are considered to contribute favorably to ligand binding upon displacement. 17, 20 However, it is difficult to evaluate hydration sites where water interacts strongly with the protein and is, generally, enthalpically favorable relative to bulk. The Python script in Box 6 reads in a data set of 218 hydration sites from six different proteins that was generated in a prior publication 30 and is publicly available. The script loads the data set as a pandas DataFrame, which facilitates extracting individual columns for different subsets of hydration sites (Box 6, lines 8− 14), which in this case is a set of hydration sites categorized as charged sites (see ref 30 for definition).
A scatter plot ( Figure 4 ) and a linear regression model (Box 6, lines 15−17) are generated to analyze the relationship between solute-water interaction and perturbation in local water structure. As the interactions with the surface strengthen, local water structure is increasingly disrupted. In particular, sites above the dashed line have significantly less favorable E nbr than bulk water and form strong energetic interactions with the surface at the expense of poor interactions with first solvation shell water neighbors. It is expected such water molecules gain favorable first shell interactions in bulk, which may be a relevant contribution in displacement. (See ref 30 for more discussion on the topic.) Figure 4 . The effect of solute-water interaction on local water structure. The scatter plot is generated from a set of hydration sites where water molecules form hydrogen bonds with the charged side chains in active sites.
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We conjecture that similar analyses, combined with prospective studies of targeted water displacement, will generate new insights about the properties of water molecules in active sites. SSTMap provides programmatic access to a range of thermodynamic and structural properties of binding site water, using both the hydration site and grid representations, and it processes trajectory data from multiple widely used simulation packages. It is therefore well-suited to facilitate such studies.
Selection of Simulation Parameters. Here we discuss choosing simulation parameters that are relevant for running HSA/GIST analysis.
Simulation Length. The length of production simulation depends on the desired precision. Unless there are buried sites or cavities that are difficult for bulk water to access, a 2−10 ns simulation, with frames saved every picosecond (2−10K frames), is generally sufficient for qualitative maps that clearly and reliably show the spatial distribution of water density, energy, and entropy. For quantitative end-states calculations, convergence of system and/or regional quantities with multiple water molecules to within a desired precision requires longer simulations. Convergence of SSTMap quantities is identical to that reported in our previous work for GIST-cpptraj, 47 with entropy per water molecule converging to within 0.1 kcal/mol per water by 2 ns, 0.04 kcal/mol per water by 10 ns, and 0.004 kcal/mol per water by 100 ns and energy being 0.1, 0.2, and 0.04 kcal/mol per water for the respective time scales.
Grid Spacing. The convergence of thermodynamic quantities integrated over the entire grid does not depend on the grid spacing. However, the convergence of quantities in each voxel depends on the grid spacing as it is directly affected by the number of water molecules found in the voxel over the course of a simulation.
Constant Pressure or Constant Volume Simulation. Most applications of GIST/HSA focus on the solvation in a given subregion (e.g., the active site of the protein which does not include the entire simulation box). In this case either NVT or NPT is appropriate. However, for thermodynamic end states analyses, which require a treatment of all the molecules in the system, simulations should be run in NVT, in order to avoid mismatches between the grid and the simulation box which would occur at constant pressure, due to fluctuations in the box dimensions. Therefore, after allowing the system to equilibrate at NPT to establish a volume appropriate to 300 K and 1 atm, the production run is often done at constant volume. It is also better to run NVT simulations using the average box volume from the NPT simulation instead of choosing the final box volume. The final volume may correspond to a large volume fluctuation from the average in the NPT ensemble and can lead to a significantly different mean energy of the system. 51 Solute Atom Restraints. IST equations are exact when all atoms of the protein are held fixed; see comments on limitations below. However, treating the protein as entirely rigid eliminates protein fluctuations that can lead to informative adjustments in water structure, such as ones that allow optimization of H-bonds between the protein and water molecules. In order to explore various possibilities, we may run simulations with all protein-heavy atoms restrained, only backbone atoms restrained, or with only restraints designed to prevent overall translation and rotation.
Limitations. The solvation mapping methods discussed here include some limitations and approximations, of which users should be aware. Perhaps most straightforward is the fact that the molecular simulations needed to generate the maps rely on potential functions, or force fields, that are not perfectly accurate. In addition, simulations need to be long enough to achieve adequate convergence. As detailed below, obtaining converging solvation thermodynamic quantities is usually straightforward for solvent-exposed sites, but standard simulation methods may not readily equilibrate the water population in a buried site or protein cavity. Several additional points are discussed in the following paragraphs.
First, IST provides an N-body expansion for the entropy, where N is the number of water molecules in the system, and applications of IST typically truncate this expansion after the first-order term. This truncation means that entropic contributions due to solute-induced changes in second-and higher-order water−water correlations are omitted. Computing these correlation terms requires longer simulations and more complex analysis methods, but studies of pure water suggest they are quantitatively important, 52, 53 and progress has been made toward quantifying how they are perturbed by solutes. In one approach, the computational challenge is limited by computing orientational correlations only in the first hydration shell, 22 where they are likely to be most perturbed relative to bulk. In addition, we have recently reported progress in calculating entropic contributions from translational water− water correlations. 54 The contribution of water−water correlations to the entropy has also been estimated as proportional to the first-order entropy, 55 ,56 but additional work is needed to assess the quality of this approximation.
Second, with a few exceptions, 10,25 applications of IST have used an initial states approximation. This involves analyzing the water in an initial state with an unoccupied binding site or a binding site containing an unmodified lead compound, without further analyzing water properties in a final state, following binding of a ligand or modification of the lead compound, respectively. Fully accounting for the thermodynamic consequences of water reorganization would require looking at both the initial and final states. Such calculations can be performed with SSTMap, though at the cost of an additional simulation for each final state of interest. It is also worth noting that a number of studies indicate that the initial states approximation can have predictive value. 5, 17, 20, 57 Third, IST relies on Percus's source particle method 14, 58, 59 which treats the solute molecule, typically a protein, as a rigid object. This means that protein motions associated with water rearrangements are not accounted for. If one is using the IST results in the context of docking calculations, which often treat the protein as rigid, this may not be a major concern. However, if one wishes to account for protein flexibility, a natural approach is to simulate the protein without restraints, cluster the resulting conformations, and then run IST calculations for representative rigid snapshots of each highly populated cluster.
■ CONCLUDING REMARKS
The analysis of water has become an important consideration in modern drug design. This has led to an increased interest in developing theory and computational approaches for solvation analysis. The encouraging application of IST-based tools in several past studies prompted us to develop SSTMap, which offers capabilities beyond those of existing software packages for the analysis of surface water. Most notably, it combines thermodynamic analysis with structural analysis that can aid in understanding and evaluating the displacement of active-site water molecules. It provides both site-based and grid-based
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